Are you a White man or White woman who is:

– Tired of being told to be ashamed of the achievements of your ancestors…the creators of our nation and civilization?

– Disgusted with the endless “diversity” propaganda?

– Fed up with black-on-White crime?

– Sick of American money and lives being thrown away on jew-promoted wars, like Iraq, that only benefit Israel?

– Revolted by race-mixing?

– Outraged by the non-White invasion of America?

– Unwilling to become a minority in your own country?

Then join the revolution… White Revolution!

We seek a paradigm shift in our values, a revolutionary worldview in our people, and a fundamental change in the form and focus of our governing bodies. The government of the United States of America, as well as all other formerly White controlled countries, seeks to deny Whites the right to White neighborhoods, White communities, White schools, White associations, and all other cultural tools necessary for the survival of our race.

WHITE REVOLUTION IS THE ONLY SOLUTION!
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